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1. …I do enjoy this class.  I respect you as a teacher because you have put 
everything we need out on blackboard.  I can probably go as far as saying 
that you set this up perfectly so that all your students have what they need to 
succeed in this class.  This is definitely the best online class I have taken. 
So far, I’m enjoying your class. I find the discussion board very interesting. I 
like hearing so many different opinions whether I agree with them or not.  The 
encouragement and constructive criticism that I receive from you about my 
writing is very helpful and insightful.  I tried to find something to complain 
about in the course but, I can’t. …  Thank you for guidance and 
productivity.  Job well done. On top of everything, I am really grateful for all 
your positive feedback. It got me through quite a few insecure moments and 
encouraged me to continue to work hard! 
 
2. As a professor, I believe you are very understanding. It seems you are 
willing to work with your students and determined to help us succeed. I like 
that you give us time to complete essay and drafts and that you are not piling 
tons of work on us like some online classes. You give prompt and adequate 
feedback and you are full of honesty. You are truly dedicated to you student 
and available by email for anything. I know I haven’t communicated much with 
you for help only because I think I need more face to face help. But I also 
think for the second half of the semester I will communicate more with you to 
get the help that I need if that is ok. 

3. I have no complaints in regards to your teaching methods, and find that you 
are friendly and easy to correspond with, unlike many other professors. In 
fact, you are extremely helpful! In a perfect world, I could push a button and 
get a response from you on-demand, but short of that unlikely scenario, this 
class has so far been everything I had hoped it would be. … I am enjoying 
this course! I think you are actively involved in this course. May sound funny 
but I have another professor who grades assignments and we don’t have any 
further communication with her. You send emails, you encourage me every 
time you send an email out about our new week and hope everyone enjoys 
the week. I feel truly encouraged to not give up. When you sent the email with 
the link to YouTube and said you send it to all of your students during 
midterms, I seen it and I instantly had a smile on my face. I showed my 
children and they enjoyed it also. Keep up the wonderful work, your 
profession is truly in your heart and I can feel it. Thank you for all you do. 

 
 


